ASTRACT. In this paper, some fixed point theorems are proved for multi-mappings as well as a pair of mappings. These extend certain known results due to Kirk, Browder, Kanna, iri and Rhoades.
2.
A FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR FULTI-IAPPINGS.
Let K be a closed, bounded and convex subset of a Banach space X. For x . X, let (x;K) denote sup lx-kll k K} and let (K) genote the diameter of K.
Recall that a point x K is called a non-diametral point of K if (x'K) < (K) and that K is said to have normal structure whenever given any closed bounded convex subset C of K with more than one point, there exists a non-diametral x e C.
It is well-knocn (cf. [A] ) that a compact convex subset of an arbitrary Banach space and a closed, bounded and convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space have normal structure. With K as before, let r(K) denote the radius of K inf f(x K)
x e K} and let K denote the Chebyshev centre of C K x e K r(K) (x,K) }. It is well known (cf. Opial [8] ) that if K is n,n-empry weakly ,ompa,-t ,,,nvex ubset ,f 8ana'h =pa. X, then K is n,nempty for each x, y F. Then T has a fixed point.
Remark. The preceeding results generalize the results of Kirk [7] for each x, y e K, Then there exists a unique common fixed point of T I and T 2.
Proof. Let denote the family of all non-empty closed convex subsets of K, each of which is mapped into itself by T I and T 2.
Ordering by set-inclusion, by weak compactness of K and Zorn's lemma, we obtain a minimal element F of K. Without loss of generality, assume that zSPF lz-rmzll
Let x e F Since (F)/2 < r(f) we obtain using (i) that IITlX-r2Yll < r(F).
(y e F). This gives that T2(F) c U(TIX r(F)) U, whence T2(F n U) F n U and by hypotheses (2) TI(F U) c F n U. By the minimality of F, we obtain F c U. for each x,y e K, Then there exists a unique common fixed point of T I and T 2.
PROOF. Let Assume K has normal structure. Let T I, T 2 be mappings of K into itself satisfying (2) and (3) of the preceding theorem and, (i) lTlX T2Yll
< max {I Ix-Yll, lX-TlXll, Ix-TIYlI, lx-T2xll, Ix-T2YlI}"
Then there exists a common fixed point of T I and T 2. (i) , (2) and (3) 
